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BRUTEforce® RAPTOR Lever Gym  
 

The RAPTOR Lever Gym makes it
possible to train all muscle groups with
several exercises for each body part. The
RAPTOR Lever Gym is suitable for
permanent use by personal trainers, clubs
or hotels as well as for high-end private
use. With the combined weight loads for
Pressing/Squatting Arms 250kg and
Cable/Pulley 200kg, the RAPTOR Lever
Gym is just as effective for the "beginner"
as it is for the "advanced" user. Equipped
with adjustable safety limiters provides
safety and a safe environment when
attempting your "MAX".

 CHF 1'399.00  
      

      

The birth of the RAPTOR Lever Gym 
The Lever Gym concept has been around for over 20 years with very little change in that time. The
BRUTEforce® design and production team has spent two years redesigning and improving this basic
but effective concept, and now the RAPTOR Lever Gym is here. The design and production team, made
up of sports professionals who are serious trainers and know their stuff, created a product they wanted
to use themselves.

Every inch of the machine has been re-evaluated, with fine-tuned levers and added features. Some of
the changes are subtle, resulting in slightly better muscle contraction on exercises like tricep extensions,
bicep curls and lat pulldowns. Other improvements such as "arch" and range of motion on leg curls and
the addition of a multi-grip pull-up station are much more obvious. The "Squat Bar Quick Release
System" is unique to the RAPTOR Gym and allows users to position themselves under the fully loaded
bar at the top of the movement, unlike other brands that require you to bend low under the bar.

BRUTEforce RAPTOR Lever Gym in detail
The two arms of the RAPTOR Lever Gym can be used with the link bar holding them together for
squats, deadlifts, shrugs, calf raises and other basic compound movements, or they can be used without
the link bar for more isolated independent movements, such as presses, shoulder presses and more.
Even when locked, the arms make a great station for heavy dips. The stations with two pulleys, one high
and the other at floor level with a load capacity of 200kg, offer a variety of exercises such as lat
pulldowns, tricep presses, abs, seated rows, bicep curls, upright rows and core twists. By attaching the
foot strap (included) to the lower cable pulley, even more options are available, adductors, abductors,
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hamstring kickbacks, focused single leg extensions and more.

High quality design, workmanship and materials define the RAPTOR Leverage Gym
Superior design and engineering provide a safer and more natural range of motion when the body is in
action. Equipped with an adjustable safety pin to safely execute maximum performance.

Enlarged footplate
The shape and size of the "checker plate" platform has been increased to create a spacious and safe
working area.

Compact footprint
The space-saving footprint is just another pleasant surprise of the RAPTOR Lever Gym. Despite all its
features and all the training functions it can achieve, the footprint is still only: width 138cm x length
190cm x height 216cm. Designed with four (4) weight plate storage horns that can hold up to 320kg.
The perfect fit for your home gym or any light institutional facility.

Pull-upstation with multiple handles
The pull-up station offers over 5 handles for long and short arm spans and is equipped with climbing
handles/cups for even more variety.

Olympic weight plate storage bars
The 4 bars positioned on the main frame can carry up to 320kg of Olympic weight plates when not in
use.

Construction
Main frame with 70mm x 50mm premium 3mm thick steel tube. Lever arms 3mm thick steel with heavy
duty bearings. Padding is high density industrial grade foam with commercial grade padding. The frame
is coated with a durable, powder-coated anti-rust finish. Bearing pins, nuts and bolts are industrial grade
with high tensile strength for heavy loads.

high-quality strength training equipment with top design and high-quality workmanship -
developed in Australia
optimum freedom of movement
maximum safety
high stability
stable construction made of 70 x 50 x 3 mm thick steel tube
quick, easy and safe handling
including 4 disk holders (diameter 50mm) for storage on the main frame with high load capacity:
up to 320 kg
high-density foam padding
surface treated with corrosion-resistant powder coating
with rubberized protective feet, gentle on the floor
in gray-anthracite/copper color combination
including 5 handles at the pull-up station for short and wide arm stretches
equipped with different handles for more variety during training
can be used with a connecting bar for deadlifts, squats, shoulder or calf exercises
two arms made of 3 mm thick steel with durable bearings
stations with combined upper and lower pulley
with a payload of up to 200 kg for lat pulldown and seated rowing
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the "checker plate" base guarantees maximum safety during training
Safety footrest for additional support during training

Use: Home
Equipment dimensions: L190 x W138 x H216cm, weight: approx. 161kg
Accessories: foot strap, connecting bar, lat bar, short bar, 2 x 51mm fasteners, 2 x extension chains
(Note: bench, calf block, elastic bands, tricep rope and weight plates from the video and photos are not
included, but can be purchased separately)
Option: 51mm plates
Warranty: Home use: 2 years on labor and parts (excluding consumables)
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